
 

 

El Camino College 
Parking Committee  
December 9, 2015 

 
Attendees: Mike Blada, Lyn Clemons for Sharin Nakayama, Erick Mendoza, A.S.O. Rep. -Jaren 
Williams, Dal Toruno, Mike Trevis 
 
The meeting started at 1:08 pm. 
 
The minutes of October 14, 2015 were approved. 
 
Lot F Reinforcement 
Lot F is currently being retrofitted to make it stronger during earthquakes. The retrofitting is 
slowly coming along.  They have been working on it in sections when there are less people on 
campus. 
 
Faculty Questions - Lot B  
Could an exit/entrance be put on the west side of the lot? A large portion of the lot is a dead 
end, requiring faculty to back up if they don’t find a space (a safety concern). 
Could some of the many entrances be fenced off to open up some more spaces? 
 
The two questions have been tabled.  There are cost and engineering issues.  More information 
is needed from Tom Brown in Facilities. 
 
Could ECCPD study the utilization of the drop off area to see if more parking spaces could be 
added instead of the drop-off area? 

- The drop off area in Lot B is being utilized.  The recommendation was to keep it. 
 
 
Red Curb – MBB / Lemoli 
With the construction, could we get the city to remove the red curbs for more parking? 
The city will probably not remove the red curbs.  It would be more costly for them to remove it 
temporarily and have to repaint it at a later time. 
The red curbs are for visibility.  With the construction and trucks going in and out, there would 
be safety concerns if people parked there. 
 
Roundtable 
Mike Blada – There are some concerns by the C.A.T. building area.  A lot of people are dropping 
off or waiting in front of the building and they are parked far from the curb.  His concern is that 
his employees might get hit while driving their carts in that area because the vehicles will not 
see them.  There is also a blue painted crosswalk in that area that is not very visible.  Students 
are cutting across and not using the pathway/sidewalk probably because of the crosswalk not 
being visible.  He would want to paint it white and blue to make it stand out and look more like 



 

 

a pedestrian walkway. The barricades are always being moved.  There are already two “Do Not 
Enter” signs. Dal will check the area and get together with Mike on ideas.   
 
Lyn Clemons – Review of disabled placards and parking.  A vehicle parked in a blue disabled 
parking stall must have a disabled placard or plate.  If parked in student or staff lots, the vehicle 
must have a disabled placard or plate and an ECC parking permit. 
 
The meeting ended at 1:57 pm. 


